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The Winter Creek Declaimer
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Spring 2002

“We vouch for nothing and stand our ground”


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________



Loud Neighbors


The frogs across the road in Harvey’s pond have regrouped.  They shrill not so lustily as they did in February—their peak of passion, this year as most—but still they make a raucous, rattly noise many evenings and even some sunny afternoons.  Are these the late-season losers, desperately practicing allure?  Or are we missing a resigned wisdom in their callings, an understanding that life is tragic (rare in frogs, a tragic sensibility) and perhaps majestic too—that, indeed, “Success is counted sweetest—  By those who ne’er succeed”?  Hard to say.  They’re frogs, not poets.  They sound pretty much alike and seem to care most, perhaps exclusively, about the current soundings of their kind.  Dogs are interested in dogs, frogs in frogs, people in people.  The February peak is something, though.  Pull in at night, douse the lights, open the truck door, and you’re hit with what might seem to a Midwesterner the banshee wailings of seven million carnivorous cicadas on steroids.  Unseemly, really, but we’re glad something can get excited at the soggy gray nadir of the year.  


________________________________________________________________________



The Local Scene


The most significant cultural news of the past few months is that Big’s Hi-Yu-He-He has shut its doors.  Big’s was a Veneta (vuh-NEE-ta) landmark, though less remarkable to locals than to Eugeneans passing on their way to the coast.  Many from the Emerald City, for some reason, took offense at the Hi-Yu-He-He’s sign, which depicted a squat plump Indian beckoning with one arm while flashing a broad toothy grin something like that of the Cleveland Indians’ mascot, which Clevelanders call, I believe, Chief Wahoo.  But passers-by misunderstood the place entirely.  The real offensiveness of Big’s Hi-Yu-He-He lived within its doors.  To enter was to grope with stinging eyes through thick bluish vapors that took us right back to childhood, when we’d enter the bathroom after our father had been sitting in it for half an hour reading the Washington Post while chain-smoking Chesterfields.  Big’s may have had a non-smoking section, but me and Red are pretty sure we never found it.  We did find a table and we did have breakfast.  Big’s was known for its big-as-a-plate biscuits.  We ordered one and it was big as a plate, though considerably soggier.  The sausage and eggs were a lot like sausage and eggs.  We tucked into our meal, making a few inroads into the biscuit, then paid up, went home, and put our clothes in the washer.

No one knows if Big got bored with running a restaurant, or was losing money, or what.  But the sign came down one day and a few weeks later a new one went up:  “CASH CONNECTION—Discount Cigarettes and More.”  Discount cigarettes, to judge from the detail of the new signage, are those that sell for less than $30 a carton.  A pack, anymore, costs what a carton used to cost in the 1960s when we were smoking.  One reason for this, in the state of Oregon, is that we tax tobacco and alcohol addicts to support the basic functions of government, the populace having made it known through various ballot initiatives the past ten years that it, the populace, will no longer support those functions itself.  

Why should we have to pay? the populace has argued.  Us populace pays plenty already!  Populace has paid and paid and paid!  Populace pays through the nose and it’s just an average Joe Populace trying to live an average Oregon life and teach its kids to drive.  

The Declaimer, though no voice of the populace, believes this notion of taxing addicts to support state services is under-utilized.  We might look into taxing cheeseburgers, for instance.  Ben and Jerry’s ice cream.  Cellular telephones.  We might tax young waiters and waitresses every time they say “No problem,” which they say regardless of what you have requested and how many times you have requested it.  And—this alone might carry the state through the entire present century—espresso drinks.  Tax every espresso drink whose preparation involves one or more sweet additives or the utterance of more than four syllables, which are enough to get you a “Short latte, please.”  

As for Big, it’s not clear which of his enterprises, the Hi-Yu-He-He or the CASH CONNECTION, posed or poses the bigger public health risk.  We guess we’d have to go with the biscuits and the blue vapors, but we do miss that Indian.  He was the last Indian  in these parts, the Long Tom band of the Kalapuya having inexplicably vanished sometime in the 1850s.

The Declaimer also notes that the new Bi-Mart has opened in Veneta.  Red and I can’t go in, since Bi-Mart is non-union, but we’re proud to have it in the neighborhood.  It was a rural pre-emptive strike.  On West 11th in Eugene (ten miles east), a Target store and a Wal-Mart store went up over the winter directly opposite each other, the Target where the golf driving range used to be.  Why two stores just like each other right across the street, I asked Red.  She said they’re not just like each other.  Target—she pronounced it “tar-ZHAY”—is slightly more upscale.  
“So,” I said, “we can go to either one?”

“You can’t go anywhere,” she said, “until you change out of those sweatpants and shave.”


________________________________________________________________________



Community Service Announcement


It is the Declaimer’s policy not to print commercial notices except those for which it is paid green money.  Occasionally, though, there comes to the Declaimer’s attention an offering of such evident cultural merit that the Declaimer feels obliged to pass it along to its readers at no profit to the Declaimer.  The following is one such, received from K. Babbs, a neighbor the other side of town:


“EPISODE 2 OF THE KOOL PLACE VIDEO IS READY!

Episode 2 takes us up the New Jersey Turnpike with Cassady doing his famous rap.  This is in actual lip sync with all his wisdoms understandable.  Sort of.  There’s a trip to Tim Leary’s place in Millbrook.  We party with Kerouac and Ginsberg and Orlovsky.  Then into Madhattan and prowl the streets before alighting at Viking Press.  We go to the World’s Fair of 1964.

It’s an hour-plus in length with some bonus stuff added.  Good stereo.  Email us your order and say you want Episode 2.  Be sure to include your mailing address.  We send you the vidie along with a bill for $29 and then you pay with cash, check, or money order.  All boxes are printed, labeled, and signed.

If you want to look at a quicktime movie preview of Episode 2 go to:

http://www.intrepidtrips.com/preview.mov

This was Kesey’s last work before he died.

FURTHER
[image of bus]

www.intrepidtrips.com
Box 764 Pleasant Hill OR 97455
541-741-1377”

Horoscope


The Declaimer regrets that its usual astrological consultant is indisposed and unable to provide a horoscope for this issue.  We substitute the following, obtained on short notice from Casual Horoscopics of Nephi, Utah.  We hope it will suffice.

 
                          Aries                             That’s right, bang your silly head.  Harder!

                          Taurus                          Go back to Wall Street.  Go now.

                          Gemini                         Get a job, both of you.

                          Cancer                         Put it together:  Go for the rotting fishheads, 
                                                              you get boiled.
                       
                          Leo                              You serve at the pleasure of the president.  Better 
                                                              have a drink.  

                          Virgo                           If not now, when?

                          Libra                           Take off the blindfold.  Who are you kidding?                              

                          Scorpio                       Go back under your rock, if you can find it.

                          Sagittarius                  Five syllables.  You’re the first line of a haiku.       

                          Capricorn                   Eat the chili, not the can.

                          Aquarius                    You’d have turned out fine if it wasn’t for that               
                                                            goddamn song.

                          Pisces                        Could be worse.  What if the “i” wasn’t long?


________________________________________________________________________



Democracy Lite


We’ve held another vote-by-mail election.  That’s the way we do it now in Oregon.  We’ve abolished the polling place.  The turn-in (“turnout” is no longer a viable term here) was 46%, down from 50% in the first vote-by-mail primary two years ago.  The boosters crowed about that 50% figure, as if it were something to be proud of.  

Whoop-de-doo.  In an election with presidential, state constitutional, and local fiscal implications, and with voting made easy as dropping a letter in the mail, half of Oregon’s registered voters didn’t vote.  In the 1980 primary, back when we had to trek to the polls, more than 60% of us took the time and trouble to vote.

The boosters don’t understand the problem.  It isn’t inconvenience that keeps people from voting.  It’s that they don’t give a rat’s ass about elections.  For some it’s sheer apathy, a self-indulgent civic laziness.  For some it’s a too-easy cynical attitude (nothing is easier than cynicism) that all politicians suck.  For some it’s a precious, privileged sense of spirituality—they’re above all that politics stuff.  And for some it’s an understandable but  inexcusable frustration about the way campaigns are conducted and the way that candidates in nearly every campaign tend to sag toward the great gray middle.

The Declaimer doesn’t know how to cure these ills, but we are confident vote-by-mail is not the medicine.  Civic responsibility will not be restored by reducing the franchise to one more envelope floating around with the bills and junk mail on the countertop, to be disposed of eventually one way or another.  Likewise the inevitable next step, which will further trivialize the act of voting into one more click of a mouse in the silent noise of the Infotainment Superhighway.  But oh, the convenience!

Going to the polls, and seeing one another do the same, was a way we had of reinforcing our public-mindedness.  It was an exercise that helped to keep the body politic healthy.  In the privacy of the curtained booths we expressed a diversity of preferences.  Outside the booths, in our coming and going, our greetings and banter and sense of occasion, we tacitly celebrated the immense privilege of that private act.

1998 was the last year I drove to Noti’s blue schoolhouse to vote.  I remember the three oldsters who were checking the rolls, handing out ballots, cheerfully instructing.  A mild festivity was in the air.  It felt good to be there.  I miss those white-haired folks who turned the pages of the big registration books and found my name and gave me my ballot.  I kind of wanted to be one of them someday.


________________________________________________________________________



Giving Hell to the Declaimer Department 


Letters to the Declaimer are welcome.  The Declaimer will publish those letters it sees fit to publish, editing at its discretion, and may subject published letters to ridicule, effusive praise, silence, or another appropriate response.  The Declaimer cannot answer or comment on letters it does not publish.  Letters should be no longer than 150 words and should be well written, though not so well written as to embarrass the Declaimer.

Letters must be signed with the writer’s name and home town and should be clearly addressed to the Winter Creek Declaimer at one of these addresses:

23030 W. Sheffler Road
Elmira, OR 97437

Jfd48@aol.com


________________________________________________________________________



OC in T Department


Our Correspondent in Town reports that he has visited the newly refurbished Fred Meyer on West 11th and found a Starbucks there, the only authenticated Starbucks in West Eugene.  He wondered, but did not ask, what had become of the local espresso dispenser who had provided coffee—pretty good coffee, if you ordered an extra shot—for many years in the store entryway.

While waiting in the Express Checkout lane with a few items—three brands of painkiller—Our Correspondent heard a female voice:  “Sir, would you like to try the U-Check lane?”  

OC had noticed the new U-Check lane and had averted his eyes.  Now he was trapped.  To decline, with many eyes watching, would have been less than manly and less than American.

“Activate with this button,” the friendly clerk instructed.  “Now, bar code down, pass your items over the scanner.”

These same instructions, OC notes, were clearly printed on a panel above the scanner.  He found himself ungraciously wishing he were attendantless and could read and muse and take his time with the entire alarming procedure.  He confesses, though, that he did feel a curious thrill when the scanner beeped three times at the instigation of his own right hand.  

“There’s your total,” said the clerk, pointing to a screen.  “Will you be paying by cash, check, credit or debit card?”

“You’d take a check in this lane?” asked Our Correspondent.
“Yes, of course,” said the clerk, “I can handle that for you.”

OC opted instead to pay cash and was shown where to insert his twenty and receive his change—bills here, silver there—both of which he did.  A receipt appeared out of another opening.  Our Correspondent studied it.  

“What about my discount?” he asked.

“Your discount, sir?  What discount would that be?”

“For doing all the work, of course.”

Our Correspondent reports that the attendant laughed at this, with some relief, as if OC had meant his question as a joke.  He bagged his goods, doubting the utility of mentioning the labor theory of value, and left the store to tend to his headache.


________________________________________________________________________



The Place for Poetry


The Declaimer recently received a parcel of poems, evidently long delayed in the mails, from a Miss E. Dickinson of Amherst, Massachusetts.  Miss Dickinson, in a scarcely decipherable scrawl pocked with dashes, asked:  “Sir, do my verses breathe?”

Our answer, Miss Dickinson?  Honey, do they ever!

We offer the following example of Miss Dickinson’s poetry—all of which is untitled—for our readers’ seasonal delectation:


                                         A little madness in the Spring
                                         Is wholesome even for the King, 
                                         But God be with the Clown
                                         Who ponders this tremendous scene—
                                         This whole Experiment of Green—
                                         As if it were his own!
 

________________________________________________________________________


The Speedup


Now, the first of June, it’s all happening too fast, but it starts slow.  The trillium are first, poking up late in March, opening the white, three-petaled blooms they’ll hold through April into May.  Nothing we planted, a gift of the ground we’ve squatted on, we look for their mild assurance that we have not totally let the place down.  Then it’s the tiny pink bells we haven’t identified, and we’re looking eagerly for signs—oak buds fattening, star magnolia ready to pop—but it’s slow, it’s slow.  A hummingbird at the kitchen window, wondering where his Kool-Aid is.  A song sparrow one afternoon, finches with their razzy cheers.  Daffodils in the deck planters, then tulips; tiny blossoms on my redbud from Kentucky, still feeling foreign here; then the Bartlett pear in back, and the multiple-pearsonality down below, and it’s time and well past time for first mowing, the decapitated grass growing half an inch behind me by the time I turn the engine off.  We hear the fluttering arrival of the swifts who hold the annual lease on our chimney.  It’s a modest progression, a stately turning, the creek running on in its subdued tongue, a lulling languor…  For a time we fall asleep, it seems, and then we wake on a day in May and suddenly it’s all here and rushing on—hummers buzzing about the feeder, the snowball bush in full fat flower, whiff of lilacs on the breeze, birdsonged mornings with the chants of outraged squirrels, pileated woodpecker high on a limb, the last frogs still going it in Harvey’s pond, the apple tree abloom—it was only just bare twigs—and the wind sends petals wafting down as Red and I go out the door, goldfinches bursting bright from the feeder and weaving upward to the green-mossed oak now leafed-out and pressing into summer.





________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
                                       

The Winter Creek Declaimer is published irregularly in the public disinterest.  The Winter Creek Declaimer is the original Winter Creek Declaimer and the only Winter Creek Declaimer authorized to publish under the title Winter Creek Declaimer.    

It is the Declaimer’s philosophy that every effort should be made to fuse fact with opinion and truth with fiction, and that attitude is the soul of good writing, which the Declaimer does not purport to provide.  The Declaimer is 100% guaranteed.  If any reader is not satisfied with the Declaimer, the Declaimer will cheerfully refund full purchase price plus ten percent.  The Declaimer is a party to the Kyoto Protocol and is closely associated with the Industrial Workers of the World.  No live animals are injured or mistreated in its production other than those slaughtered and eaten for dinner.    

The Winter Creek Declaimer is distributed free of charge as a Rich Text Format electronic mail attachment and is also distributed in printed form by U. S. mail to the technologically lame.  (The lame may be assessed a nominal postage fee at year’s end.)  If you feel you are receiving the Declaimer in error, prove it.  The Declaimer reserves the right to refuse service to anyone and recognizes the right of no one to refuse its service.  If you know someone who should be receiving the Declaimer, kindly forward your copy and advise recipient to seek subscription at one of the addresses below.  Or, provide the Declaimer with the electronic or postal address where the Declaimer should be sent.  If you have received this copy in print and would like to receive the next issue electronically, notify the Declaimer.  

The Declaimer does not transact business over the telephone.  

Material published in the Winter Creek Declaimer may be quoted free of charge so long as the Winter Creek Declaimer is cited as the source.  The Declaimer is an equal opportunity performer.  All rights deserved.
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